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Fast Full-Search Equivalent Pattern Matching
Using Asymmetric Haar Wavelet Packets
Wanli Ouyang*, Member, IEEE, Tianle Zhao*, Wai-kuen Cham, Senior Member, IEEE and Liying Wei

Abstract—Pattern matching is widely used in signal processing,
computer vision, image and video processing. One efficient
approach is to perform pattern matching in a transform domain
that has good energy packing ability and so allows early rejection
of most mismatched candidates. Calculating the transforms of
pixels in sliding windows requires much computation, and so
fast algorithms are employed. Existing methods require O(u)
additions per pixel for projecting input pixels onto u 2D basis
vectors. In this paper, we propose a new 2D transform, called
asymmetric 2D Haar transform (A2DHT), and extend it to
wavelet packets that contain exponentially large number of bases.
A basis selection algorithm is then proposed to search for the
optimal basis in the wavelet packets. A fast algorithm is also
developed which can compute u projection coefficients with
only O(log u) additions per pixel. Results of experiments show
that the proposed fast algorithm and the proposed transform
can significantly accelerate the full-search equivalent pattern
matching process and outperform state-of-the-art methods.
Index Terms—Fast algorithm, pattern matching, Haar wavelet,
wavelet packets.

I. I NTRODUCTION
ATTERN matching, also called template matching, is the
procedure of seeking a required pattern or template in a
given signal. For pattern matching in images, this procedure
is illustrated by Fig. 1. Pattern matching has applications in
manufacturing for quality control [1], image based rendering
[2], image compression [3], object detection [4], super resolution [5], texture synthesis [6], block matching in motion
estimation [7], [8], image denoising [9], [10], [11], road/path
tracking [12], mouth tracking [13], image matching [14],
action recognition [15] and tone mapping [16].
Since pattern matching is a time-consuming task, many fast
algorithms have been proposed. These fast algorithms can be
divided into full-search-equivalent algorithms and full-searchnonequivalent algorithms. Full-search-equivalent algorithms
guarantee to obtain the same result as that of a brute-force
full search, which examines all possible candidates, while fullsearch-nonequivalent algorithms do not have this guarantee.
Full-search-equivalent algorithms run much faster than a
brute-force full search. The algorithms proposed in [17], [18],
[19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27] and [28]
are FS-equivalent algorithms. Full-search-nonequivalent algorithms generally run even faster. The algorithms proposed in
[29], [30], [31], [32], [33], [34] and [35] are FS-nonequivalent
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algorithms. The scope of this paper is limited to the study of
full-search-equivalent algorithms.
In this paper, we use a new asymmetric two-dimensional
Haar transform (A2DHT). Since the sums of pixel values
within rectangular regions of an image are buildings block
of this transform, a method called fast strip sum is proposed
which computes each of the sums by one addition. With the
fast strip sum method, we develop an algorithm that computes
u A2DHT coefficients by O(log u) additions per pixel on
sliding windows. A FS-equivalent pattern matching algorithm
in the transform domain is then developed, which allows
early rejection of most mismatched candidates and hence runs
very fast. Besides, we extend the A2DHT to wavelet packets
that contain exponentially large number of bases. Calculating
transforms specified by these bases has almost the same
computationally complexity as that of the original A2DHT.
Further more, we propose a selection algorithm to choose the
transform that best fits the pattern matching task. Results of
experiments show that pattern matching using the proposed
algorithm is faster than existing FS-equivalent algorithms, and
for pattern matching of images of natural scenes the A2DHT
is optimal among all bases contained in the wavelet packets
mentioned above.
The main contributions of this paper include: 1) the proposal
of the A2DHT and its extension to wavelet packet bases;
2) the development of the fast strip sum method and the
corresponding buffering strategy that are used to calculate
the sums of pixel values within rectangular regions of an
image; 3) the proposal of an algorithm that requires O(log u)
additions per pixel to compute u A2DHT coefficients on
sliding windows; 4) the proposal of a very fast FS-equivalent
algorithm in the transform domain; and 5) the proposal of a
basis selection algorithm, which when applied to natural scene
images proves the optimality of the A2DHT.
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The paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces
some related works and defines rectangle sum, integral image
as well as the pattern matching problem. Section III discusses
in detail the strip sum method and analyses the computation
and memory required by the strip sum method when computing rectangle sums. Section IV proposes the A2DHT and
analyses its computational complexity. In the same section, we
show in detail the extension of the A2DHT to wavelet packet
bases as well as the selection algorithm that can efficiently
search the wavelet packet bases. Section V gives experimental
results. Finally, Section VI draws conclusions.
II. R ELATED WORK
In this section, we introduce existing techniques and concepts commonly used by many fast algorithms, which include
integral image and rectangle sum techniques [36], [33], [37],
as well as problem settings and basic ideas of transform
domain pattern matching. These techniques and concepts are
preliminaries to understand the algorithms in Section III and
Section IV.
A. Integral Image and Rectangle Sum
Denote by x(j1 , j2 ) the pixel value at position (j1 , j2 ) of a
J1 × J2 image, where 0 ≤ j1 < J1 and 0 ≤ j2 < J2 . The
integral image ii(j1 , j2 ) is defined as,
j1 −1 j2 −1

ii(j1 , j2 ) =

∑ ∑

x(u, v).

(1)

u=0 v=0

A rectangle in an image is specified by,
rect = (j1 , j2 , N1 , N2 ),

(2)

where (j1 , j2 ) is the coordinate of the upper left corner of
the rectangle in the image, N1 and N2 denote the width and
height of the rectangle, respectively, 0 ≤ j1 < J1 − N1 , 0 ≤
j2 < J2 − N2 , and N1 , N2 > 0. See Fig. 2 for a graphical
illustration. The sum of pixel values within a rectangle rect
is called rectangle sum, denoted by rs(rect), in this paper.
Viola and Jones found in [36] that the integral image can
be computed at the cost of 2 additions per pixel. Moreover,
given the integral image, the rectangle sum rs(rect) can be
computed at the cost of 3 additions per pixel as follow,
j1 +N1 −1 j2 +N2 −1

rs(rect) =

∑

∑

u=j1

v=j2

x(u, v)
(3)

= ii(j1 + N1 , j2 + N2 ) + ii(j1 , j2 )
− ii(j1 , j2 + N2 ) − ii(j1 + N1 , j2 ).

Note that one subtraction is considered to be one addition
regarding the computational complexity in this paper.
Rectangle sums and Haar-like features have been widely
used in many applications such as object detection [36], [38],
[39], [40], [41], object classification [42], pattern matching
[24], [23], [33], feature point based image matching [43]
and texture mapping [44]. Porikli utilized the integral image
method to design a fast algorithm for computing the histogram
in [45]. Since the work in [44], it has been considered that
at least 3 additions are required to obtain the rectangle sum
using the summed area table in [44], [37] or the integral
image method in [36]. The authors of [28] proposed the image
square sum technique, which is specifically designed for the
A2DHT to accelerate the calculation of the projection values.
Calculation and caching of these square sums require lots
of time and memory. The fast pattern matching algorithm
proposed in [28] is in some cases comparable to the fast pattern
matching algorithm proposed in this paper.
B. Transform Domain Pattern Matching
Suppose an N1 × N2 pattern is to be sought in a given
image as shown in Fig. 1. The pattern will be compared with
candidate windows of the same size in the image. Denote
by W the number of candidate windows. We represent a
pattern as a vector ⃗xt of length N and represent jth candidate
(j)
windows as ⃗xw , where j = 0, 1, . . . , W − 1 and N = N1 N2 .
Subscripts ·t and ·w denote pattern and window, respectively.
For example, if a 32×32 pattern is sought in a 256×256 image,
we have N = 1024 and W = (256 − 32 + 1)2 = 50625. The
(j)
(j)
distance between ⃗xt and ⃗xw , which is denoted by d(⃗xt , ⃗xw ),
(j)
is a measure of the dissimilarity between ⃗xt and ⃗xw . The
(j)
(j)
smaller is d(⃗xt , ⃗xw ), the more similar are ⃗xt and ⃗xw .
There are two widely used goals for FS in pattern matching:
(j)
Goal 1. find all candidate windows with d(⃗xt , ⃗xw ) < T for
a given threshold T ;
(j)
Goal 2. find the window that has the minimum d(⃗xt , ⃗xw )
among all candidate windows.
Goal 1 is adopted by [19], [23], [20] and [24]. Goal 2 is
adopted by [25], [27], [46], [47] and in the source code of
[19]1 . Note that algorithms adopting Goal 1 can be modified
to deal with Goal 2 using the approaches proposed in [25],
[19], [27]. In this paper, we focus on Goal 1.
Most transform domain pattern matching algorithms use
sum of squared differences (SSD) as distance measure [19],
[20], [21]. As pointed out in [19], although there are arguments
against SSD as a dissimilarity measure for images, it is still
widely used due to its simplicity. Discussions on SSD as a
dissimilarity measure can be found in [48], [49], [50].
A transform that projects a vector ⃗x ∈ RN onto a linear
subspace spanned by U (≪ N ) basis vectors ⃗v(0) , . . . ⃗v(U −1)
can be represented as follows:
⃗y = V⃗x = [⃗v(0) . . . ⃗v(U −1) ]T ⃗x,

Fig. 2. An example of a rectangle rect = (j1 , j2 , N1 , N2 ) in a J1 by J2
image x(u, v), where (j1 , j2 ) is the coordinate of the upper left corner, N1
and N2 are the width and height of the rectangle, respectively.

2

(4)

where ·T denotes matrix transposition, vector ⃗x of length N is
called input window, vector ⃗y of length U is called projection
1 Available

on http://www.faculty.idc.ac.il/toky/software/software.htm.
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TABLE I
T RANSFORM DOMAIN PATTERN MATCHING
Overall procedure:
(j)
xw ;
Initialise Sw as the set of all candidate windows ⃗
For u = 1 to UM :{
(j)
For ⃗
xw in Sw : {
(j)
(j)
Project ⃗
xt and ⃗
xw to obtain V⃗
xt and V⃗
xw , respectively;
(j)
(j) 2
Remove ⃗
xw from Sw , if ||V⃗
xt − V⃗
xw || > T ;
}
}
The candidate windows remained in Sw undergo full search.

value vector, the U elements in vector ⃗y are called projection
values and V is a U × N matrix of which the rows are the U
orthogonal basis vectors ⃗v(i) of length N , i = 0, . . . , U − 1.
In [19], [51], the transform is called projection. Basis vector
is called projection kernel in [19] and called filter kernel in
[20]. In the followings, we show how to use the transform in
pattern matching tasks.
As proved in [19], the following inequality holds when the
u basis vectors in V are orthonormal,
2
2
||⃗xt − ⃗x(j)
xt − V⃗x(j)
w || ≥||V⃗
w || .
(j)

(5)
(j)

Thus ||V⃗xt − V⃗xw ||2 is the lower bound of ||⃗xt − ⃗xw ||2 .
Denote the set of candidates as Sw , which initially contains
(j)
all candidates. According to (5), if ||V⃗xt − V⃗xw ||2 > T ,
(j)
then ||⃗xt − ⃗xw ||2 > T , and we can safely remove candidate
(j)
(j)
window ⃗xw from Sw . Therefore, ||V⃗xt − V⃗xw ||2 > T acts
as the rejection condition for rejecting mismatching windows.
The procedure of transform domain pattern matching is
summarized in Table I. At each iteration of u, where u
(j)
increases from 1, ⃗xt and the remaining candidates ⃗xw in
Sw are projected onto transform domain using V and the
(j)
rejection condition ||V⃗xt − V⃗xw ||2 > T is checked. Finally,
when u reaches a sufficiently large number which is denoted as
UM , the iteration terminates and then the remaining candidate
windows in Sw undergo FS to find out the matched windows.
Since the matched windows will not be rejected by the
rejection condition and will be found by FS, such pattern
matching approach is FS-equivalent. The u basis vectors
⃗v(0) , . . . , ⃗v(u−1) in V are selected from the U orthonormal
vectors ⃗v(0) . . . ⃗v(U −1) . For example, the pattern matching
algorithm in [8] selects the u Walsh Hadamard Transform
(WHT) basis vectors having the lowest frequencies.
According to [19], pattern matching using WHT as the
transform is almost two orders of magnitude faster than FS.
Besides, with proper modifications, transform domain pattern
matching are able to deal with distortions such as illumination
changes, contrast changes and geometric distortions such as
rotations and small affine coordinate transforms [14]. Because
of these advantages, transform domain pattern matching has
been used for block matching in motion estimation for video
coding [7], [8], road/path tracking [12], wide baseline image
matching [14], texture synthesis [52] and augmented reality
[53].
Hel-Or and Hel-Or’s algorithm in [19] requires 2N − 2
additions per pixel to compute all WHT projection values in
each window of size N . In the worst case, however, their

3

algorithm requires O(log N ) additions per pixel to obtain one
projection value. Following this work, the Gray-Code Kernel
(GCK) algorithm proposed in [20] requires 2u additions per
pixel to obtain u projection values. Later we developed a fast
algorithm that requires about 3u/2 + 1 additions per pixel to
obtain u projection values [21]. However, the computational
complexity of these algorithms are O(u) per pixel. In this
paper, we propose a new transform whose computational
complexity is O(log u) per pixel.
A FS nonequivalent pattern matching algorithm using
nonorthogonal Haar-like features is proposed in [35]. However,
[20] shows that WHT is better than the nonorthogonal Haarlike features in pattern matching. In this paper, we propose
an orthogonal Haar-like transform A2DHT for FS-equivalent
pattern matching.
III. T HE FAST A LGORITHM FOR C OMPUTING R ECTANGLE
S UM
In this section, the fast algorithm for computing rectangle
sum is introduced. Rectangle sum is a building block of
the Haar-like transform proposed in Sec. IV. Analysis of its
computational complexity and memory requirement provided
in this section shows that using this fast algorithm can reduce
the computational complexity of the matching process.
A. Computation of Rectangle Sum by Strip Sum
Define horizontal strip sum hss(j1 , j2 , N2 ) as:
j1 −1 j2 +N2 −1

hss(j1 , j2 , N2 ) =

∑

∑

u=0

v=j2

x(u, v).

(6)

Hence, hss is represented by the upper right corner (j1 −1, j2 )
and height N2 . Fig. 3 shows the hss(j1 + N1 , j2 , N2 ) and
hss(j1 , j2 , N2 ). hss(j1 , j2 , N2 ) can be obtained by one addition per pixel as follows using the integral image ii(j1 , j2 ):
j1 −1 j2 +N2 −1

hss(j1 , j2 , N2 ) =

∑

∑

u=0

v=0

j1 −1 j2 −1

x(u, v) −

∑ ∑

x(u, v)

u=0 v=0

(7)

= ii(j1 , j2 + N2 ) − ii(j1 , j2 ).

We can compute rectangle sums rs(j1 , j2 , N1 , N2 ) and
rs(j1 , j2 , N1′ , N2 ) (N1 ̸= N1′ ) from strip sums as follows
using (3) and (7):
rs(j1 , j2 , N1 , N2 )
= hss(j1 + N1 , j2 , N2 ) − hss(j1 , j2 , N2 ),
rs(j1 , j2 , N1′ , N2 )

(8)

= hss(j1 + N1′ , j2 , N2 ) − hss(j1 , j2 , N2 ).

As shown in (8), only one addition is required to compute
the rectangle sum rs(j1 , j2 , N1 , N2 ) from the strip sums
hss(j1 + N1 , j2 , N2 ) and hss(j1 , j2 , N2 ). Fig. 3 illustrates the
computation.
The rs(j1 , j2 , N1 , N2 ) and rs(j1 , j2 , N1′ , N2 ) in (8) have
the same height N2 but have different width (N1 ̸= N1′ ).
They both use the hss(j1 , j2 , N2 ) for the computation. Fig.
4 shows the relationship between rs(j1 , j2 , N1 , N2 ) and
rs(j1 , j2 , N1′ , N2 ). Thus one strip sum hss(j1 , j2 , N2 ) is utilized for the computation of two rectangle sums of sizes
N1 × N2 and N1′ × N2 in (8). In general, if hss(j1 , j2 , N2 )
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(0,0)
j2

j1

N1

TABLE II
P SEUDO - CODE SHOWING THE UTILIZATION OF STRIP SUM FOR
COMPUTING RECTANGLE SUMS SHARING THE SAME HEIGHT N2 .

N2
(0,0)
j2

hss(j1+N1, j2, N2)
(0,0)
j2

j1

N1

j1

N1

1. T emphss is a 1-D array buffer of size J1 . N2 is a fixed
value. j2 is the row index and j1 is the column index;
2. for j2 from 0 to J2 − 1,
3. Compute the hss(j1 , j2 , N2 ) for 0 ≤ j1 ≤ J1 − 1 at the
j2 -th row from integral image using (7) and store them
into T emphss ;
4. for j1 from 0 to J1 − 1,
5.
Compute rs(j1 , j2 , N1 , N2 ) using (8) for rectangles
having any N1 . The hss(j1 , j2 , N1 , N2 ) and hss(j1 +
N1 , j2 , N2 ) in (8) are stored in T emphss ;
6. end
7. end

N2

+
+

N2

rs( j1, j2, N1, N2)

hss(j1, j2, N2)
Fig. 3. Horizontal strip sum hss and rectangle sum rs on the image. Only
one addition is required to compute rs(j1 , j2 , N1 , N2 ) from the two hss
using (8).

N1'

j1

(0,0)
j2

N1

N2
rs(j1, j2, N1, N2)

rs(j1, j2, N1', N2)

Fig. 4. Rectangle sums sharing the same height N2 . The two rectangle sums
can use the same strip sum for computation.

has been provided on all pixel locations (j1 , j2 ), we can use
it to obtain rectangle sums having any width N1 and the fixed
height N2 at any pixel position by one addition. This procedure
of using strip sums for computing a rectangle sum is shown
in Table II.
hss is used for computing rectangle sums having the
same height N2 in (8). Similarly, strip sum can be used for
computing rectangle sums having the same width N1 . And
we can use the vertical strip sum vss for computing rectangle
sums having any height N2 and fixed width N1 as follows:
rs(j1 , j2 , N1 , N2 ) = vss(j1 , j2 + N2 , N1 ) − vss(j1 , j2 , N1 ),
j1 +N1 −1 j2 −1

where vss(j1 , j2 , N1 ) =

4

∑

∑

u=j1

v=0

x(u, v)

(9)

= ii(j1 + N1 , j2 ) − ii(j1 , j2 ).

B. Computational Complexity Analysis
The algorithm and the overall computation required by strip
sum for computing one rectangle sum are summarised as
follows:
1) prepare the integral image by two additions per pixel;
2) prepare the strip sum using (7) by one addition per pixel;
3) obtain the rectangle sum from strip sum using (8) by one
addition per pixel.
Suppose r rectangle sums of different sizes are computed
on each pixel position. Let these r rectangle sums have nW
different widths and nH different heights. As illustrated in
Table II, one horizontal strip sum is required for computing
rectangle sums sharing the same height. Hence, nH horizontal

TABLE III
T HE STEPS AND NUMBER OF OPERATIONS REQUIRED BY STRIP SUM
METHOD TO OBTAIN r RECTANGLE SUMS .

1. Prepare the integral image by 2 additions and 4 memory
fetch operations (M-ops) per pixel;
2. prepare the min{nW , nH } strip sums using (7) or (9) by
min{nW , nH } additions and 2 min{nW , nH } M-ops per
pixel;
3. obtain the r rectangle sum from strip sum using (8) or (9)
by r additions and 2r M-ops per pixel.

strip sums are required for computing r rectangle sums having
nH different heights. Alternatively, we can compute these
r rectangle sums using nW vertical strip sums. Therefore,
min{nW , nH } strip sums are required for computing these r
rectangle sums. The overall algorithm and the computation required for computing r rectangle sums is shown in Table III. In
summary, the strip sum method requires 2+min{nW , nH }+r
additions and 4 + 2 min{nW , nH } + 2r memory fetch operations (M-ops) per pixel for computing r rectangle sums.
The box filtering technique in [54] requires 4r additions
and 6r M-ops per pixel for computing r rectangle sums.
The integral image method in [36] requires 2 + 3r additions
and 4 + 4r M-ops per pixel, where 2 additions and 4 Mops are used for preparing the integral image, 3r additions
and 4r M-ops are used for computing r rectangle sums from
integral image using (3). The computational complexity of
these methods is summarized in Table IV. As a solid example,
suppose we want to calculate the 4×4 A2DHT of an N1 ×N2
image, then min{nW , nH } = 3. There are around 5N1 N2
rectangles of 5 different sizes. To calculate these rectangle
sums, the box filtering technique requires 20N1 N2 additions,
the integral image method requires 17N1 N2 additions, and the
proposed strip-sum technique requires only 10N1 N2 additions.
Therefore, the proposed strip-sum technique requires only
around 59% of the additions required by the integral image
technique.
C. Buffering Strip Sum
When r rectangle sums having nH different heights are
computed for a J1 × J2 image, memory of size J1 J2 nH will
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TABLE IV

the matrix Kronecker product. For example,


T HE ADDITIONS (adds)

AND MEMORY FETCH OPERATIONS (M-op) PER
PIXEL REQUIRED FOR COMPUTING r RECTANGLE SUMS HAVING nH
DIFFERENT HEIGHTS AND nW DIFFERENT WIDTHS .

Adds
M-ops

Box
4r
6r

Integral Image
2 + 3r
4 + 4r

Strip sum
2 + min{nW , nH } + r
4 + 2 min{nW , nH } + 2r

be required if all of the nH horizontal strip sums are stored in
memory. Actually, buffering strategy can be used to reduce the
memory requirement. In the following, we propose a buffering
strategy for computing rectangle sums having one height. And
then we generalize this proposed strategy for computing r
rectangle sums having nH different heights.
We use the computation of rectangle sums of the same
height N2 but different widths as the example to illustrate
the buffering strategy. The procedure of memory usage is
described in Table II. When we use (8) to compute the
rectangle sums rs(j1 , 0, N1 , N2 ) of any width N1 at row
j2 = 0 for any j1 , we only need the strip sums hss(j1 , 0, N2 )
and hss(j1 + N1 , 0, N2 ) at row 0, but not the strip sums at
other rows. Thus we can compute the strip sums at row 0 and
store them using a buffer T emphss of size J1 , i.e. Step 3 in
Table II. As the row index j2 increases from 0 to 1, the strip
sums at row 0 is no longer required. We can reuse the buffer
T emphss to store the strip sums at row 1, which is then used
for computing rectangle sums at row 1. Therefore, the same
buffer T emphss can be used to store strip sums as the row
index j2 increases from 0 to J2 − 1.
In general, if r rectangle sums of nH different heights are
computed, we need nH buffers and memory of size J1 nH . As
nH ≤ J2 , the memory required by the strip sum using above
buffering strategy will not exceed J1 J2 . The integral image
technique utilizes a buffering strategy and stores intermediate
results in the calculation of projection coefficients and hence
accelerates the algorithm. The proposed buffering strategy
is extended directly from the idea of integral image. The
proposed buffering strategy saves the memory required by the
strip sum for computing the rectangle sum.
IV. T HE A SYMMETRIC 2D H AAR T RANSFORM
A. The Haar Transform
The level 1 decomposition for the conventional 2D discrete
Haar transform (HT) of 2D input data X(N ) can be represented
as follows:
[ (N ) ]
[ (N ) ]T
H
(N )
(N )
(N ) T
(N ) H
YHT,1 = W1 X(N ) W1
=
X
G(N )
G(N )
[
]
T
T
H(N ) X(N ) G(N )
H(N ) X(N ) H(N )
=
T
T
(10)
G(N ) X(N ) H(N )
G(N ) X(N ) G(N )
[
]
(N/2)
(N/2)
A
B
=
,
C(N/2) D(N/2)
H(N ) = IN/2 ⊗ [1 1], G(N ) = IN/2 ⊗ [1 − 1],

where IN/2 denotes the identity matrix of size N/2×N/2, H
is the averaging matrix and G is the detail matrix, ⊗ denotes

5

(4)

W1

1
 0
=
1
0

1
0
−1
0


0
[ (4) ]
H
1 
=
.
0 
G(4)
−1

0
1
0
1

(11)

The level L decomposition for 2D HT is as follows:


L

)

B(N/2

L

)

D(N/2
...

A(N/2



(N )
YHT,L = 



C(N/2

L

)

L

)




B(N/2) 
,


D(N/2)

...
...

(N/2)

C
where A
B

(N/2l )
l

(N/2 )
(N/2l )

C

=H
=H

(N/2l−1 )
l−1

(N/2

=G

)

l−1

A(N/2
A

(N/2l−1 )

l

l−1

D(N/2 ) = G(N/2

(N )

l = 1, . . . , L, A

)

l−1

(N/2

)
)

H(N/2
G

(N/2l−1 )

A

l−1

A(N/2

=X

(N )

)

l−1

l−1

(N/2

H

)

(N/2l−1 )
l−1

G(N/2

T

)

,

(12)

T

,
T

)

,
T

,

.

B. The Proposed Asymmetric 2D Haar Transform
The level 1 decomposition for the proposed A2DHT for 2D
input data X(N ) can be represented as follows:
[

(N )
YA2DHT,1

=
[
=

H(N ) X(N ) H(N )

T

G(N ) X(N ) H(N )

T

A(N/2)
C(N/2)

]

(N )

X

G

(N ) T

]

(N/2)

E

(13)

.

Thus, the level L decomposition for A2DHT is:



(N )
YA2DHT,L = 


L

A(N/2

L

C(N/2

)

L

E(N/2

)

...

...
C(N/2)

l

l−1

where E(N/2 ) = A(N/2
l



)

)

l−1

G(N/2

)


E(N/2)
,
 (14)

T

, for l = 1, . . . L.

l

A(N/2 ) and C(N/2 ) for l = 1, . . . L are given in (12). Fig.
5 shows the level 1 decomposition filter bank representation
l
l
of HT and A2DHT. The B(N/2 ) and D(N/2 ) in (12) for HT
l
are replaced by the E(N/2 ) in (14) for A2DHT. Similar to
conventional HT, the A2DHT is applicable to multiresolution
analysis. In Section IV-E, we also provide an explicit construction of the A2DHT basis. Fig. 6 shows the 512 × 512 image
‘Barbara’ decomposed by HT and A2DHT at 7 levels.
Fig. 7 shows the proposed 2D 4 × 4 and 8 × 8 A2DHT.
Normally, the bases in form of 2D images are called basis
images. In this paper, a 2D image is represented by a 1D
vector. For example, a 2D candidate window and a pattern are
(j)
represented as 1D vectors ⃗xw and ⃗xt respectively. Hence,
the bases in Fig. 7 are called basis vectors. Also, a 2D
candidate window represented by 1D vector is said to be
projected onto a basis vector instead of onto a basis image.
It is easy to see that the A2DHT basis vectors in Fig. 7 are
orthogonal to each other. We can normalize the basis vectors
to form orthonormal A2DHT basis vectors. Thus A2DHT can
be applied for transform domain pattern matching shown in
Table I.
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Horizontal filter

6

Vertical filter

Values for basis vectors
Conventional HT

x[n]

h[n2]

2

h[n1]

2

g[n2]

2

g[n1]

2

h[n2]

2

g[n2]

2

h[n2]

2

A2DHT

x[n]

h[n1]

2

g[n2]

2

g[n1]

2

h2[n2]

2

g2[n2]

Filter
coefficients

2

h[n1]=[1 1]

h[n2]=[1 1]

h2[n2]=[1 0]

g[n1]=[1 -1]

g[n2]=[1 -1]

g2[n2]=[0 1]

Fig. 5. The level 1 decomposition filter bank for 2D A2DHT and conventional
2D HT. h[n2 ] and g[n2 ] are used for conventional HT while h2 [n2 ] and
g2 [n2 ] are used for A2DHT.
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(b)

Fig. 7. (a): The 2D 4×4 A2DHT basis; (b): the 2D 8×8 A2DHT basis. White
represents value +1, grey represents value −1 and vertical strips represent
value 0. The numbers for 4 × 4 A2DHT basis denote the order when they
are computed in pattern matching. Construction of the basis is illustrated in
IV-E.
Rectangle sum
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1

1
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Fig. 8. The 5 rectangle sums, the 5 group features and their corresponding
basis vectors for the 4 × 4 A2DHT.

(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 6. The image ‘Barbara’ (left) decomposed at 7 levels using conventional
Haar transform (middle) and the proposed A2DHT (right). The image ‘Barbara’ is high-pass filtered, yielding the two large images for A2DHT, each
describing local changes in brightness (details) in the original image. It is then
low-pass filtered and downscaled, yielding an approximation image. Then this
procedure is repeated for 6 times on the approximation image.

The GCK algorithm requires 2u additions per pixel for obtaining u GCK projection values. If we directly use the integral
image for computing Haar-like features as the implementation
in OpenCV [55], 7 additions per pixel are required to obtain
a Haar-like feature and about 7u additions per pixel are
required to obtain u A2DHT projection values. Hence, direct
use of integral image method makes A2DHT less efficient than
WHT and GCK. In the followings, we propose a fast A2DHT
algorithm that requires O(log u) additions per pixel for the
computation of the u A2DHT projection values.
C. The Fast A2DHT Algorithm
The 4×4 A2DHT in Fig. 7 is used as an example to illustrate
the proposed fast A2DHT algorithm. The 16 4 × 4 A2DHT
basis vectors can be divided into 5 groups which are:
• Group 0: basis vector 0;
• Group 1: basis vector 1;
• Group 2: basis vectors 2 and 3;
• Group 3: basis vectors 4 to 7;
• Group 4: basis vectors 8 to 15;
Each group has its unique feature. Fig. 8 shows the 5 group
features and their corresponding basis vectors. Each of these 5

group features can be computed from a rectangle sum. Since
basis vectors in a group have the same feature, their projection
values can be simultaneously obtained by computing one
feature in a sliding window manner on the basis image.
Therefore, the essence of the proposed algorithm is that a
single group feature contributes to multiple basis vectors. For
example, basis vectors 2 and 3 which have the same group 2
feature can be computed as follows:
1) Compute group 2 feature in a sliding window manner for
all pixel locations and store them in F2 .
2) The projection values for basis vectors 2 and 3 are copied
from F2 . Denote f2 (j1 , j2 ) as the element at horizontal
location j1 and vertical location j2 for F2 . As shown in
Fig. 9, f2 (0, 2) is considered as the basis vector 3 for
window (0, 0) and the basis vector 2 for window (0, 2).
The steps for computing A2DHT and the number of operations
required are shown in Table V. For 4 × 4 A2DHT as shown
in Fig. 8(c), we compute the g = 5 group features from r = 5
rectangle sums with sizes 4 × 4, 4 × 2, 2 × 2, 2 × 1 and 1 × 1
as shown in Fig. 8(b). These rectangle sums have nH = 3
different heights: 4, 2 and 1.
For the 8×8 A2DHT as shown in Fig. 7(b), there are 7 group
features. These group features are computed from 7 rectangle
sums with sizes 8 × 8, 8 × 4, 4 × 4, 4 × 2, 2 × 2, 2 × 1 and
1 × 1. Hence the heights are 8, 4, 2 and 1, and the number of
heights is 4. As the number of basis vectors increases from 16
for the 4 × 4 A2DHT to 64 for the 8 × 8 A2DHT as shown
in Fig. 7, we can see that when nH increases by 1, g and r
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TABLE VI
N UMBER OF ADDITIONS PER PIXEL REQUIRED BY THE A2DHT
ALGORITHM FOR COMPUTING A2DHT.

Number of basis vectors
Number of rectangle sum r
Number of heights nH
Number of group features g
Number of additions

16
5
3
5
14

64
7
4
7
19

u
1+log2 u
1+0.5log2 u
1+log2 u
4 + 2.5 log2 u

Fig. 9. The basis vector 3 of the window at position (0, 0) and the basis
vector 2 of the window at position (0, 2) sharing the group feature 2 at the
same position for 4 × 4 A2DHT. Generally, the basis vector 3 of the window
at position (0, 0) and the basis vector 2 of the window at position (0, N/2)
share the same group feature for N × N A2DHT, N = 4, 8, 16 . . .
TABLE V
T HE STEPS AND NUMBER OF OPERATIONS REQUIRED TO OBTAIN u
A2DHT PROJECTION VALUES FROM g GROUP FEATURES .

1. Compute the rectangle sums with r different sizes nH
different heights. According to Table IV, 2 + nH + r
additions per pixel are required by the strip sum method.
2. The group feature 0 is the pre-computed rectangle sum. No
computation is required.
3. Compute the remaining g−1 group features. g−1 additions
per pixel are required.
4. The u basis vectors are the g group features in different
positions. No computation required.
Overall, 1 + r + nH + g additions per pixel.

will increase by 2.
Generally, when the N1 × N1 input data is projected onto
the first u = 4n , n = 0, 1, ... A2DHT bases, there are g =
1 + log2 u group features. For these group features, there are
r = log2 u+1 rectangle sums having different sizes: N1 ×N1 ,
N1
N1
N1 × N21 , N21 × N21 , N21 × N41 , · · · , √
×√
. And we have nH =
u
u
0.5log2 u + 1. As given in Table V, 1 + r + nH + g additions
per pixel are required for computing these u bases. For the u
basis vectors, since g = 1 + log2 u, r = 1 + log2 u and nH =
1 + 0.5log2 u, the proposed method requires 4 + 2.5 log2 u
additions per pixel for obtaining u A2DHT projection values.
Table VI summarizes the corresponding r, nH , g and number
of additions per pixel for 16, 64 and u A2DHT basis vectors.
When u = 16, we have the example for the 4 × 4 A2DHT.
As for memory required in computing A2DHT, we can use
the buffering strategy in Section III-C and require J1 memory
for storing strip sum.

(a)

(b)

(c)
(4)

Fig. 10. (a) The 4 × 4 A2DHT basis B(4) ; (b) the transposed version BT ;
(2)
(c) one of direct sum variants ⊕3l=0 Bl .

Projections are computed in pattern matching in two ways:
1) The sliding window way, which computes projection for all
window positions over the whole image.
2) The random access way, which computes projections only
for candidate windows remained.
A2DHT can be computed efficiently in both ways. For example, if we want to project 500 candidate windows for checking
(j)
the rejection condition ||V⃗xt − V⃗xw ||2 > T at various
locations of a 256 × 256 image, A2DHT can be computed
in the random access way on the 500 candidate windows with
the aid of integral image. However, the GCK algorithm has
to compute the transformation in the sliding window way on
the entire image such that GCK is computed for about 2562
windows instead of for the remaining 500 candidate windows.
The corners method introduced in [25] for WHT may be used
to compute the WHT for the 500 candidate windows. However,
the corners method requires O(N ) additions per pixel for
obtaining one WHT coefficient even if the strip sum algorithm
is used while the A2DHT algorithm require O(1) additions per
pixel for the calculation of one A2DHT coefficient.
As a transform domain matching algorithm, A2DHT share
the good properties of other transform domain algorithms,
such as the ability to handle various distortions after proper
modifications. Besides, A2DHT have all the merits possessed
by wavelet transforms. For instance, basis vectors of the
A2DHT are more locally supported and thus better adapted
to local structures of an image.

D. A2DHT for Pattern Matching

E. Extension of the A2DHT to wavelet packets

Since A2DHT bases have varying norms, normalization is
required for obtaining SSD. Because the normalization factors
are power of 2, normalization can be computed by shift operations which has the same cost as additions. This normalization
is computed for the partial SSD of the remaining candidates,
(j)
(j)
i.e. ||V⃗xt −V⃗xw ||2 for ⃗xw ∈ Sw , but not for A2DHT on the
(j)
entire image, i.e. V⃗xw for j = 0, 1, 2, . . . , W −1. For u = 4n
A2DHT bases, there are log2 u different normalization factors.
In the worst case, the normalization requires log2 u shifts per
pixel when no candidate is rejected at all. This normalization
procedure requires little computation in practical cases because
many candidates are rejected in early stages.

In complement to the discussion on the A2DHT from the
perspective of multi-resolution analysis in Section IV-B, we
provide in this section an explicit construction of the A2DHT
basis. The A2DHT is in nature a 2D wavelet transform,
therefore it is possible to extend it to wavelet packet bases,
which are regarded as variants of the proposed A2DHT basis,
and on which it has the same computational complexity
to calculate the corresponding projection coefficients. The
A2DHT is asymmetric, meaning that it is not a separable 2D
transform. So the extension differs from the classical extension
proposed in [56] while resembling it. Besides, we propose in
this section a basis selection algorithm, which finds the basis
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that best fit a given set of patterns and reference images among
all the bases included in the wavelet packets. When applied to
natural scene images, the selection algorithm proves that the
proposed A2DHT is a best choice.
For simplicity of notation, let N1 = N2 = M , where M
is some positive integer power of 2. For any linear real space
(M )
M ×M
H
=
, we can define the A2DHT basis B(M ) =
{
} R
M −1

(M )

ψi,j

i,j=0

recursively as follow. Denote by ⊗ the matrix

Kronecker product, then for M = 2,
]
1 1
,
]
[ 1 1
1
1
,
−1 −1

[

[

(2)

1
2

(2)

1
2

ψ0,0 =
ψ0,1 =

(2)

√1
2

(2)

√1
2

ψ1,0 =
ψ1,1 =

{

For M > 2, if i, j ∈ n ∈ N 0 ≤ n <
(M )
ψi,j

1 (M/2)
= ψi,j
⊗
2

[

1
1

M
2

]
−1
,
0 ]
0
.
−1

1
0
[
0
1

}

1
1

[

(M )
ψ2i,2j

=
[

(M )

ψ2i,2j+1 =

[

(M )

ψ2i+1,2j =
(M )

ψ2i+1,2j+1 =

[

1
0

0
0

0
1

0
0

0
0

1
0

0
0

0
1

]
]

;

(M/2)

,

(M/2)

,

(M/2)

,

(M/2)

.

⊗ ψi,j

⊗ ψi,j

⊗ ψi,j

M
2

}

∪

Next, we construct the wavelet packet bases of H(M ) by
recursively and iteratively using the following two properties.
Property 1. For any M , if B (M ) is the A2DHT basis, the
transposes of the 2D basis {vectors }
from B (M ) also form an
M −1
T
(M )
(M )
orthonormal basis BT = ψi,j
of H(M ) .
i,j=0

(M/2)

Property 2. For any M , if Al
, l = 0, 1, 2, 3, are
orthonormal bases of H(M/2) = RM/2×M/2 , then their direct
(M/2)
sum ⊕3l=0 Al
defined as
{[

] [
0
,
0
}
(M/2)
|ψl ∈ Al
, l = 0, 1, . . . , 3
ψ0
0

0
0

] [
0
,
ψ1

0
0

ψ2
0

] [
0
,
0

0
ψ3

2
4
83

3
8
4.7 × 107

4
16
5.1 × 1030

5
32
6.6 × 10122

One can verify that the number of bases included in
the quad-tree is exponentially large, which is stated by the
proposition below.

, then

]

⊗ ψi,j

J
M
NJ

Proposition 1. Let NJ with J = log2 M be the number of
variants of the A2DHT basis included in the quad-tree, then
NJ satisfies

]

]

TABLE VII
N UMBER OF VARIANTS FOR DIFFERENT PATTERN SIZES .

3

{
M
∈ N2 0 ≤ i <} M
4 , 4 ≤j <
{and if (i,2j)M∈ (i, j)
M
M
(i, j) ∈ N 4 ≤ i < 2 , 0 ≤ j < 2 , then

8

]

∈ H(M )

(15)

is an orthonormal basis of H(M ) .
Since Property 2 can be recursively used for each of the linear subspaces H(m) where m = 2j , j = 1, 2, . . . , J = log2 M ,
and since Property 1 is valid for arbitrary m = 2j , we have
the following properties.
Property 3. The bases constructed by iteratively and recursively using Property 1 and Property 2 are structured in a
quad-tree.
Property 4. For any basis included in the quad-tree, calculating the projection value onto any basis vector has the same
computational complexity, which requires the calculation of at
most two rectangle sums.

M2
4

J−1

= 34

245

≤ NJ ≤ 3 243 ·4

J−1

245 M 2
4

= 3 243 ·

.

(16)

Detailed proof can be found in Appendix B, which is similar
to the proof provided in [57]. Now, we have constructed an
exponentially large number of variants of the A2DHT basis.
Table IV-E shows NJ for different pattern sizes. When M = 4,
Fig. 10(a) shows the proposed A2DHT basis B (4) , and Fig.
(4)
10(b) shows its transposed version BT . Fig. 10(c) shows the
(2)
variant ⊕3l=0 Bl that corresponds to decomposing H(4) into 4
(2)
disjoint subspaces Hl (l = 0, 1, 2, 3) of dimensionality 2×2.
With the presence of Property 4, we can conclude that the
optimal basis included in the quad-tree is the one with the best
energy-packing ability, so that it allows the earliest rejection
of the majority of the mismatched candidates. We develop a
modified version of the Best Orthogonal Basis (BOB) selection
algorithm proposed in [56] to find the basis which has the
best energy packing ability and hence yields the lowest overall
complexity.
simplify
the ] notation,
let
V(M )
=
[ To
(M )

⃗v0

(M )

, ⃗v1

(M )

, . . . , ⃗vM 2 −1

T

(M )

, where ⃗vk

is the vectorisation

(M )
ψi,j

of
∈ B (M ) for each k = iM + j, and let
2
⃗c = [c0 , c1 , . . . , cM 2 −1 ]T = V(M ) (⃗xt − ⃗xw ) ∈ RM be the
projection coefficient vector of the difference ⃗d = ⃗xt − ⃗xw .
Then better energy packing ability of a basis amounts to
lower entropy of the corresponding coefficient sequence
M 2 −1
{ck }k=0 defined by
ϵ2 (⃗c) = −

∑ c2
c2k
k
,
2 log
||⃗c||2
||⃗c||22
k

(17)

where ||·||2 denots the ℓ2 -norm of a vector. The algorithm we
use to find the optimal basis is similar to the BOB algorithm
proposed in [56]. It runs from the leaves to the root of the
(m)
quad-tree. Suppose Al
denotes the best basis of subspace
(m)
Hl with m = 1, 2, 22 , . . . , M and l = 0, 1, 2, . . . , 4M −m −
(m)
1. In each subspace Hl , we examine three bases B (m) ,
(m)
(m/2)
BT and ⊕3k=0 A4l+k and then choose the one with the
minimum entropy as the best one of this subspace. After
that, the algorithm goes “upwards” to a “coarser” level, i.e.
changing from m to 2m, and examines bases for the 4M −2m
(2m)
subspaces Hl
with l = 0, 1, . . . , 4M −2m −1. The algorithm
runs very fast, since it benefits from the additivity of the
entropy measure. Please refer to Appendix C for details.
Equation (17) defines the entropy of a single coefficient
vector. Different from the case in [56], in our case the energy
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packing ability of a basis B is closely related to the specific
probability distributions of the pattern and the candidates.
Hence, we consider the pattern ⃗xt and the candidate ⃗xw
2 =
as{random vectors, }then the {
expectation of c2k is c¯}
k
( T
)2
T
T
E ⃗vk (⃗xt − ⃗xw )
= ⃗vk E (⃗xt − ⃗xw ) (⃗xt − ⃗xw ) ⃗vk ,
where E {·} is the mathematical
expectation operator.
In
{
}
T
experiments, we estimate E (⃗xt − ⃗xw ) (⃗xt − ⃗xw )
with
Ĉ =

P
1 ∑
(⃗xt,p − ⃗xw,p ) (⃗xt,p − ⃗xw,p )T
P p=1

(18)

by taking samples ⃗xt,p and ⃗xw,p of the pattern and the
candidate, respectively. Then c2k is estimated by
cˆ2k = ⃗
vkT Ĉ⃗
vk =

∑

(
)2
λi ⃗
vkT ⃗
ui ,

(19)

i

∑
where Ĉ = i λi ⃗ui ⃗uTi , and λi and ⃗ui are the i-th eigenvalue and eigen-vector of Ĉ, respectively. Notice that eigendecomposition of Ĉ is utilised so that we can use the fast
algorithm described in Section III when calculating the projection coefficients ⃗vkT ⃗ui .
Now we have provided a selection algorithm that finds the
basis that best fits a given set of patterns and candidates among
the bases contained in the whole wavelet packets. This could
be useful. Because the users of our fast matching algorithm
can adaptively choose the best basis for their own data to be
processed.
To find the optimal basis for pattern matching of natural
scene images, we used samples from the ImageNet dataset
[58] to estimate the expectations of the coefficient squares c2k .
Experiments were conducted for M = 16, 32, and 64. For each
size more than 120 million pairs (⃗xt,p , ⃗xw,p ) were sampled
from 24605 images which are selected from the ImageNet
dataset. Then the coefficient squares c2k are estimated using
Equation (18) and Equation (19).
For M = 16, Fig. 11 shows some bases included in the
quad-tree and the corresponding entropies. Fig. 11 (a) shows
the first 10 vectors of the proposed 16×16 A2DHT basis B(16) ,
which corresponds to the minimum entropy 1.6320; Fig. 11
(16)
(b) shows the first 10 vectors of the transposition variant BT ,
which corresponds to a slightly higher entropy 1.6351; Fig. 11
(c) and Fig. 11 (d) show the first 10 vectors of other two bases
that correspond to significantly higher entropies. Notice that
all bases shown in Fig. 11 are in their optimal orders which are
obtained by sorting the corresponding coefficient squares cˆ2k
in descending order. The results of the experiments conducted
for all M = 16, 32 and 64 show that the coefficient sequence
when using the A2DHT basis has the lowest entropy, which
indicates that the A2DHT basis is the optimal one among
all its variants. The A2DHT basis is slightly better than its
transposed version. This is probably because that there are a
little bit more horizontal edges than vertical ones in natural
scene images. We remark here that above result is valid for
pattern matching tasks of natural scene images. For other types
of images, fingerprint images for instance, the optimal basis
may not be the proposed A2DHT basis. However, the basis
selection algorithm described in this section can still be used

Fig. 11. (a) First 10 vectors of the proposed A2DHT basis B(16) ; (b) first 10
(16)
vectors of the transposition variant BT ;(c) and (d) first 10 vectors of other
two bases included in the quad-tree; (e) Entropies corresponding to several
16 × 16 bases that are included in the quad-tree.

to find the most suitable basis included in the quad-tree, and
hence enable fast matching of the pattern.

F. Comparison of A2DHT with Other Transforms
1) A2DHT and GCK: The elements in A2DHT are only 1,
-1 and 0. The elements in GCK [20] are real numbers. A2DHT
is more efficient when computed on isolated windows. It is
because efficient computation of GCK and generalized GCK
requires that they are computed in sliding window manner.
Among the families of the GCK and the generalized GCK,
the most efficient transform domain pattern matching reported
uses WHT. A2DHT and WHT are compared in the next
section.
2) A2DHT and WHT: The following theorem describes the
relationship between WHT and A2DHT:
Theorem 1. If the 2D N1 × N2 WHT bases are in the same
order as A2DHT bases, then: 1) the subspace spanned by
the first u = 4n , n = 0, 1, ... WHT bases is equal to the
subspace spanned by the first u A2DHT bases; 2) the first u
orthonormal WHT bases and the first u orthonormal A2DHT
bases extract the same energy from any input data; 3) if
WHT is computed by the approach in [21], the computational
complexity for the u WHT bases is 3u/2 + 1 additions per
pixel; if A2DHT is computed by the approach proposed in this
paper, the computational complexity for the u A2DHT bases
is 4 + 2.5 log2 u additions per pixel.
The proof for the theorem above is provided in the appendix.
Here, we use the 4 × 4 A2DHT and 4 × 4 WHT shown in Fig.
(i)
13 as an example for illustration. Let ⃗vW HT be the ith 2D
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TABLE VIII
C OMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY OF A2DHT AND HT FOR u BASIS
VECTORS . T HE INTEGRAL IMAGE (II) METHOD IS COMPARED WITH OUR
A2DHT ALGORITHM (O UR ALG .) IN S ECTION IV-C.

Percentage of energy

1
0.8
0.6
HT
A2DHT
A2DHTT

0.4
0.2
0

HT

A2DHT7
0

5

10

15

A2DHT

20

Fig. 12. The percentage of extracted energy as a function of the number of
basis (right) from 512 × 512 image ‘Barbara’ (left), where HT denotes the
HT for 9 levels, A2DHT denotes the A2DHT for 9 levels, A2DHTT denotes
the transposed A2DHT for 9 levels and A2DHT7 denotes the A2DHT for 7
levels.
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Fig. 13. 2D 4 × 4 transforms: (a) the proposed A2DHT, (b) conventional
Haar transform, (c) WHT. White represents +1, grey represents −1 and green
vertical strips represent 0. The numbers for 4 × 4 A2DHT basis denote the
order when they are computed in pattern matching.
(i)

WHT basis and ⃗vA2DHT be the ith 2D A2DHT basis. We
have:
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The first 4 WHT bases can be linearly represented by the first
4 A2DHT bases and vice versa. Thus the subspace spanned
by the first 4 orthogonal WHT bases is equal to the subspace
spanned by 4 A2DHT bases. The WHT bases are orthogonal to
each other and can be normalized to be orthonormal bases, so
are the A2DHT bases. Thus the energy extracted from input
data by the first 4 orthonormal WHT bases is equal to that
extracted by the first 4 orthonormal A2DHT bases. As for
computational complexity, the fastest WHT algorithm in [21]
requires 3u/2+1 = 25 additions per pixel to compute the u =
16 WHT bases, the proposed fast A2DHT algorithm requires
14 additions per pixel to compute the 16 A2DHT bases.
3) A2DHT and HT: Fig. 13 shows the 4×4 A2DHT and 2D
HT. In appendix A, we prove that the first u = 4n , n = 0, 1, . . .
conventional HT bases and the first u proposed A2DHT bases
span the same subspace. As shown in Fig. 12, HT and A2DHT
have very close energy extraction ability. However, as shown in
Table VIII, A2DHT has lower computational complexity than
the HT. For example, A2DHT bases 2 and 3 can be obtained
at the same time when computed on sliding windows. On the
other hand, the conventional HT bases 2 and 3 are required to
be computed independently.
V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
This section evaluates the performance of pattern matching
using A2DHT by comparing it with FS and the other fast FS-

II
Our alg.
II
Our alg.

u = 4n
5+29(u − 1)/3
5+4.5log2 u
5+7(u − 1)
5+2.5log2 u

u=16
150
23
110
15

u=64
614
32
446
20

u=256
2470
41
1790
25

TABLE IX
DATASETS AND CORRESPONDING SIZES OF IMAGES AND PATTERNS USED
IN THE EXPERIMENTS .

Dataset
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6

Image Size
160 × 120
320 × 240
640 × 480
1280 × 960
1280 × 960
1280 × 960

Pattern Size
16 × 16
32 × 32
64 × 64
128 × 128
64 × 64
32 × 32

equivalent algorithms. All of the experiments were conducted
on a 2.13GHz PC using C on windows XP system with
compiling environment VC 6.0. Sum of squared difference
(SSD) is used as the measure of dissimilarity between a pattern
and candidate windows. Since all of the algorithms compared
in this section are FS-equivalent and hence have the same
accuracy, which is equal to the accuracy of a brute-force full
search, we only focus on the speed.
A. Dataset and algorithms used for pattern matching experiments
We compare the following 6 fast algorithms in this section,
1) WHT: the WHT algorithm in [19];
2) GCK: the GCK algorithm for WHT in [20];
3) SEGGCK: the Segmented GCK algorithm in [59]
4) IDA: the recently proposed IDA algorithm in [23];
5) A2DHTI : the A2DHT using the integral image;
6) A2DHT: the A2DHT using the strip sum.
The code of WHT is available online [60] and the code
of IDA is provided by the authors of [23]. The parameters
of WHT use the default values in [60] and those of IDA are
chosen according to [23]. For GCK, we choose the sequency
ordered WHT and the code is based on the code used for
motion estimation in [8]. In the experiments, we examine the
overall computational efficiency of different algorithms instead
of any single step if not specified. Thus all preprocessing, e.g.
calculation of integral image or strip sum, are included for
evaluation.
As pointed out in [19], when the percentage of remaining
candidate windows is below a certain threshold ϵ, it is more
efficient to directly use the FS rather than using any transform
domain algorithm. In the experiments, we set ϵ to 0.02% for
A2DHT, and 2 for WHT and GCK according to the source
code in [60]. We shall discuss the effects of ϵ in more details
in Section V-D.
Table IX shows the sizes of patterns and images in the six
datasets, S1 to S6, used for evaluating the performance of
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SEGGCK, A2DHTI and A2DHT.
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where SSDmin is the SSD between the pattern and the best
matched window.

B. Experiment 1 – Influence of image and pattern sizes
In this experiment, we compare the speed-ups yielded by
the 6 fast algorithms on datasets S1-S4 which contain images
and patterns of different sizes. The speed-up in execution time
(resp. number of operations) of an algorithm A over another
algorithm B is measured by the execution time (resp. number
of operations) required by B divided by that required by A.
The larger the speed-up is, the faster the algorithm runs. The
speed-ups in execution time yielded by IDA, WHT, GCK,
SEGGCK and A2DHT over FS are shown in Fig. 14. It can
be seen that A2DHT outperforms the other fast algorithms on
all of the 4 datasets. To compute the projection coefficients,
using strip sum only requires around 50% of the execution
time required by methods using integral image. Hence, for fast
matching algorithms adopting the same transform, the A2DHT,
using strip sum saves around 40-50% of the execution time.

N1 N2 N3 N4
S6

IDA
GCK
A2DHTI

200

600

A2DHT

150

500

1500

400

T = 1.1 · SSDmin + N1 N2 ,

0

700
2000

1000

the six fast algorithms. 120 images of 4 different resolutions,
ranging from 160 × 120 to 1280 × 960, are chosen from three
databases: MIT [61], medical [62], and remote sensing [63].
The MIT database mainly contain indoor, urban, and natural
environments, and some object categories such as cars and
fruits. The two other databases contain radiographs and Landsat satellite images. There are 30 images in each resolution,
and 10 patterns for each image. Hence, there are 300 imagepattern pairs in each of the six datasets. Note that the standard
deviations of pixel intensities of the patterns are all above a
threshold (45, in our experiments) to eliminate flat patterns.
The OpenCV function ‘cvResize’ with linear interpolation is
used to produce the images of desired resolutions. Datasets S1
to S4 are the same as those in [23]. Datasets S5 and S6 are
used to investigate the effect of pattern size on the performance
of different matching algorithms.
In the experiments, a candidate window is regarded as a
correct match if the SSD between the candidate window and
the pattern is below a threshold T . For an N1 × N2 pattern,
the threshold T is set as follow,
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Fig. 15. Speed-ups in execution time (upper row) and speed-ups in number of
operations (bottom row) yielded by different algorithms over FS for different
noise levels and sizes of image-pattern pairs in pattern matching.

C. Experiment 2 – Influence of pattern size and noise
To evaluate the performance of the algorithms for patterns
of various sizes and images of a fixed size, we conduct
experiments on datasets S4-S6. In S4-S6, the image size
is always 1280 × 960, while the pattern size changes from
128 × 128 to 32 × 32. Moreover, i.i.d. zero-mean Gaussian
noise of 4 different levels are added to each image. The noise
of 4 different levels, denoted by N 1, N 2, N 3 and N 4 (from
low to high), has variance 100, 200, 400 and 800, respectively.
They correspond to PSNR 28.1, 25.1, 22.1 and 19.2 when
applied on the 512×512 image “Lena”.
Fig. 15 shows the speed-ups in execution time (and in number of operations if applicable) yielded by the fast algorithms
over FS. It can be seen that the A2DHT runs the fastest. We
can also see from Fig. 16, the speed-ups in execution time
yielded by A2DHT over IDA and GCK are about 4 - 15 and
8 - 10, respectively, the speed-ups in number of operations
yielded by A2DHT over IDA and GCK are about 5 - 24 and
19 - 24, respectively. The speed-up in number of operations
for WHT is not provided because the bottom up approach of
WHT method in [19] is too complicated to analyse.

D. Experiment 3 – Influence of parameter ϵ
As explained in [19], when the percentage of remaining
candidate windows is smaller than a certain threshold ϵ, it is
more efficient to directly use SSD for finding the matched
windows instead of using transformation. Fig. 17(a) shows
the influence of ϵ for both GCK and A2DHT on dataset S4
with Gaussian noise N 4. It can be seen that 2% is better for
GCK while 0.02% is better for A2DHT. Fig. 17(b) shows
that the computation of A2DHT is obviously faster than the
computation of GCK for different situations of ϵ.
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Fig. 18. Transformation using WHT and A2DHT. WHT is in sequency order
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window below which FS is used for pattern matching, e.g. 2 and 10 in the X
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E. Experiment 4 – Energy packing ability of A2DHT and WHT
Experiments 1, 2 and 3 evaluate the execution time required
for the whole pattern matching procedure. In this experiment,
we evaluate the energy packing ability of A2DHT and WHT.
As analyzed in [19], the computational efficiency of transform
domain pattern matching is dependent on two factors: 1)
the rejection power of projection values, which is dependent
on the energy packing ability of transformation; 2) the cost
of computing transformation. In summary, transform domain
pattern matching requires that the transformation should be
computationally efficient in packing energy.
We examine the energy packing ability of A2DHT and
WHT on dataset S1. This dataset contains 300 image-pattern
pairs, i.e. 4,567,500 window-pattern pairs of size 16 × 16. The
SSD between the window and pattern were computed. The
percentage of energy packed by the first u basis vectors is
measured by:
[
]
(j)
||V⃗xt − V⃗xw ||2
(u)
P ER = E
,
(22)
(j)
||⃗xt − ⃗xw ||2
(j)

100

% of energy extracted

A2DHT/IDA
A2DHT/GCK

25

12

False−positives (%)

16

% of energy extracted
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where ||V⃗xt − V⃗xw ||2 is the partial energy packed by
(j)
transformation V and ||⃗xt − ⃗xw ||2 is the total energy.
(u)
Fig. 18(a) shows the P ER
in (22) as a function of the
number of bases u. It can be seen that A2DHT is close to
WHT in energy packing ability. These results, however, do
not exhibit the runtime required in extracting energy. Fig.
18(b) shows the P ER(u) in (22) as a function of the number
of operations per pixel required to obtain the partial energy
(j)
||V⃗xt − V⃗xw ||2 . It can be seen that A2DHT can extract
energy from input data using much fewer number of additions
compared with WHT.

As illustrated in Section II-B, there are two goals for FS in
pattern matching:
(j)
Goal 1. find windows having distance d(⃗xt , ⃗xw ) smaller than
a given threshold T ;
Goal 2. find the window having the minimum distance
(j)
d(⃗xt , ⃗xw ).
In experiments 1 to 4, this paper follows the approach in
[23] and use goal 1. The choice of T for the previous
experiments follows the experiments in [23], in which IDA
[23] is compared with WHT [19]. As stated in [23], T is
chosen to be very close to the best matching window. As
shown in Fig. 19, the false positives using the threshold in
(21) are not greater than 0.0025% in S4-S6 for the 4 noise
levels.
In practice, T is dependent on specific applications. If the
SSDmin in (21) is not known, T can be set as a fixed value.
Fig. 20 shows the experimental results on dataset S4 with
noise N 1. The speed-ups of IDA, GCK and WHT over FS
with different values of T are tested. As shown in Fig. 20, as T
increases, the number of matched windows increases, while the
speed-ups of IDA, GCK and A2DHT decreases. Nevertheless,
A2DHT outperforms the GCK and IDA algorithm when the
number of matched windows varies in a large range (from 10
to 104 ).
Fig. 21 shows the experimental results when adopting goal
2. A2DHT is faster than GCK and IDA under different levels
of noise and for patterns of different sizes.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
This paper utilises the integral image to compute the strip
sum with one addition per pixel. Then the strip sum method is
used for computing the rectangle sums with one addition per
pixel independent of the size of the rectangle. The rectangle
sums are building blocks of the Haar-like features proposed
in [35], [64], [37]. We then develop a new transform, the
A2DHT, which can be computed efficiently using the fast
strip sum method. Existing fast algorithms for computing
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Fig. 21. Speed-up in execution time over FS for finding the best matching
window for noises N 1-N 4 in datasets S4-S6. SSD is used as the matching
criteria.

transforms on sliding windows [20], [19], [21] require O(u)
additions per pixel for projecting input data onto u 2D basis.
The A2DHT requires only O(log u) for the same task when
using the strip sum. Besides, we extend the A2DHT to wavelet
packets that contain an exponentially large number of bases.
Projections on all of these bases can be calculated as efficiently
as A2DHT. Further more, we propose a selection algorithm
which can find among all the variants the best transform
(equivalently, the optimal basis of the space) for a given
set of patterns and candidates. For natural scene images, the
selection algorithm shows that the proposed A2DHT is the
best. Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm
can significantly accelerate the FS-equivalent pattern matching
process and outperforms state-of-the-art methods. The fast
strip sum method and the A2DHT have potential applications
in feature extraction, block matching in motion estimation,
texture synthesis and analysis, super resolution, image based
rendering, image de-noising, object detection and tracking.
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